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We applied phase-field approach to investigate both ferroelectric and antiferrodistortive transitions
in �001� SrTiO3 epitaxial thin films that are strained biaxially. A domain/phase stability diagram of
“misfit strain-temperature” was constructed for equibiaxially strained �001� SrTiO3 thin films, which
exhibits significant differences from previous diagrams obtained using thermodynamic analysis of a
single domain. For unequibiaxially strained �001� SrTiO3 thin films, “misfit strain-misfit strain”
domain stability diagrams at several representative temperatures were obtained. The predicted phase
transitions, domain stabilities, and domain structures in three different SrTiO3 thin films under either
equibiaxial or unequibiaxial strains agree well with experimental observations. © 2010 American
Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3488636�

I. INTRODUCTION

SrTiO3 is an incipient ferroelectric in its pure, unstressed
form but has a ferroelectric instability manifested by its large
dielectric constants at low temperature.1 It is also well estab-
lished that bulk SrTiO3 crystals undergo a cubic to tetragonal
antiferrodistortive �AFD� transition at 105 K in a stress free
state, which is associated with staggered rotations of the
TiO6 octahedra around one of the cubic axes.2–5 The proper-
ties of SrTiO3 are extremely sensitive to dopants and exter-
nal perturbations. Ferroelectricity can be induced as a result
of small concentrations of dopants,6 isotopic substitutions in
the oxygen octahedra,7 or mechanical pressure.8,9 The devel-
opment of thin film technologies has provided additional
ways of inducing ferroelectricity in SrTiO3 films. Significant
enhancement of Curie temperatures �Tc� induced by in-plane
misfit strain in SrTiO3 thin films was experimentally
achieved10–15 and theoretically predicted by thermodynamic
calculations15–17 and first-principles calculations.18 The “mis-
fit strain-temperature” domain stability diagrams predicted
by thermodynamics15–17 exhibit various ferroelectric and
AFD phases, depending on both temperature and misfit
strain. However, all the published diagrams from thermody-
namic analysis15–17 are determined by minimizing the Helm-
holtz free energy density in terms of temperature, polariza-
tion, and AFD structural order parameter under a single
domain assumption. During a structural or ferroelectric
phase transition, it is inevitable that multiple domains or het-
erophase structures form due to the degeneracy of domain

states and the release of strain energy. Moreover, the varia-
tions in the reported values of bulk properties and the Lan-
dau energy coefficients from different literature sources led
not only to a wide range of possible transition temperatures
at a given strain but also to different ferroelectric states thus
different stability diagrams.

Recently, a modified Landau–Devonshire thermody-
namic potential for SrTiO3 is developed,19 which made it
possible to fully understand the existing experimental obser-
vations of ferroelectric/AFD states in epitaxial SrTiO3 thin
films.12–15 In the past decade, phase-field model has been
applied to predicting domain stability, structure, and evolu-
tion in a number of ferroelectric thin film systems under
various mechanical and electrical boundary conditions.20–24

For SrTiO3 thin films, both the ferroelectric and AFD domain
morphologies at a number of specific temperature and strain
states were also predicted using phase-field method.17 How-
ever, a complete domain stability diagram taking into con-
sideration of multiphase and multidomain is still lacking.
Thus in the present work, we first construct a misfit strain-
temperature domain stability diagram for the equibiaxially
strained �001� SrTiO3 thin films using phase-field method
and compare it with previous diagrams determined from
thermodynamics15–17 and first-principles.18,25 Then we ex-
tend the model to study the domain stabilities under un-
equibiaxial strains, corresponding to the cases of SrTiO3 thin
films grown on orthorhombic substrates like DyScO3 �Ref.
12� and GdScO3.13 Isothermal misfit strain diagrams, i.e., the
“misfit strain-misfit strain” stability diagrams at several rep-
resentative temperatures are presented. Finally, we demon-
strate the predicted phase transitions, domain stabilities, and
domain morphologies of three SrTiO3 thin films grown on
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different substrates with either equibiaxial or unequibiaxial
strain states that have been studied experimentally. It can be
seen that the predicted phase transitions and domain states in
all three available SrTiO3 thin films agree very well with all
the experimental observations.

II. SIMULATION DETAILS

In the phase-field model of strained pseudocubic �001�
SrTiO3 thin film, the spontaneous polarization p
= �p1 , p2 , p3� and the structural order parameter q
= �q1 ,q2 ,q3� are chosen as the order parameters to describe a
proper ferroelectric transition and an AFD transition, respec-
tively. The structural order parameter q is related to the lin-
ear oxygen displacement that corresponds to the simulta-
neous out-of-plane rotation of the TiO6 octahedra around one
of the fourfold symmetry axes. The temporal and spatial evo-
lutions of the two order parameters p and q are governed by
the time dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations:

�pi�x,t�
�t

= − Lp
�F

�pi�x,t�
, i = 1,2,3, �1�

�qi�x,t�
�t

= − Lq
�F

�qi�x,t�
, i = 1,2,3, �2�

where Lp and Lq are the kinetic coefficients related to the
domain mobilities of p and q, respectively. The total free
energy F includes the bulk free energy, elastic deformation
energy, domain wall energy, and electrostatic energy, i.e.,

F =� �
V
� �fbulk�pi,qi� + felas�pi,qi,�ij� + fwall�pi,j,qi,j�

+ felec�pi,Ei��d3x , �3�

where V is the volume of the film and d3x=dx1dx2dx3. A
fourth-order polynomial in the components of both order pa-
rameters is employed to describe the bulk free energy density
fbulk�pi ,qi� �Refs. 16 and 17� under the stress-free condition:

fbulk�pi,qi� = �1�p1
2 + p2

2 + p3
2� + �11�p1

4 + p2
4 + p3

4�

+ �12�p1
2p2

2 + p2
2p3

2 + p3
2p1

2� + �1�q1
2 + q2

2 + q3
2�

+ �11�q1
4 + q2

4 + q3
4� + �12�q1

2q2
2 + q2

2q3
2 + q3

2q1
2�

− t11�p1
2q1

2 + p2
2q2

2 + p3
2q3

2�

− t12�p1
2�q2

2 + q3
2� + p2

2�q1
2 + q3

2� + p3
2�q1

2 + q2
2��

− t44�p1p2q1q2 + p2p3q2q3 + p3p1q3q1� , �4�

where �ij, �ij are the Landau coefficients and tij is the cou-
pling coefficient of p and q.

In a biaxially strained SrTiO3 film, the elastic energy
density with the formation of the ferroelectric and/or AFD
domain is given by

felas�pi,qi,�ij� = 1
2cijkleijekl = 1

2cijkl��ij − �ij
0 ���kl − �kl

0 � , �5�

where cijkl is the elastic stiffness tensor, eij is the elastic
strain, �ij

0 is the stress free strain as a result of ferroelectric
and AFD transitions:

�ij
0 = Qijklpkpl + �ijklqkql, �6�

where Qijkl is the electrostrictive coefficient representing the
coupling between the strain and polarization, and �ijkl is the
linear-quadratic coupling coefficient between strain and
structural order parameter. �ij =eij +�ij

0 is the total strain. Here
both �ij and �ij

0 are defined using the pseudocubic phase as
the reference. The details of the calculation of the total strain
�ij in a �001�-oriented film under biaxial in-plane strains are
described in Ref. 20.

The domain wall energy is calculated through

fwall�pi,j,qi,j� = 1
2 �Gppi,jpi,j + Gqqi,jqi,j� , �7�

where Gp and Gq are the domain wall energy coefficients and
pi,j =�pi /�xj, qi,j =�qi /�xj.

The electrostatic energy felec�pi ,Ei�, induced by spatially
inhomogeneous spontaneous polarizations, is calculated by26

felec�pi,Ei� = −
�0�ij

2
EiEj − Eipi, �8�

where Ei is the electric field component. In the absence of an
external electric field,

felec�pi,Ei� = − 1
2Eipi �9�

which is essentially the depolarization energy within an in-
homogeneous domain structures due to the presence of do-
main walls, assuming that the top and bottom surfaces are
charge-compensated and thus the depolarization energy due
to the average polarization within the crystal is assumed to
be zero. The electric displacement Di is related to the electric
field as

Di = �0�ijEj + pi, �10�

where �ij is the relative dielectric permittivity of the film and
was suggested to take the value of its paraelectric
background.27,28 Here we assume isotropic dielectricity, i.e.,
�=�11=�22=�33 and �ij =0�i� j�.

For the short-circuit boundary condition, we have �1

=�2=�0, if the electric potential �i is specified as �1 on the
film bottom surface and as �2 on the top surface, and

Ei = − �,i. �11�

The electrostatic potential can be obtained by solving the
following electrostatic equilibrium equation:

Di,i = 0, or �12a�

�0���,11 + �,22 + �,33� = p1,1 + p2,2 + p3,3. �12b�

Equation �12� is numerically solved under the described
boundary conditions. Consequently, the electrostatic energy
�the depolarization energy� can be obtained.

In this work, a �001�-oriented SrTiO3 thin film on an
orthorhombic substrate is considered. A rectangular coordi-
nate system, x= �x1 ,x2 ,x3� is set up with the x1, x2, and x3

axes along the �100�, �010�, and �001� crystallographic direc-
tions, respectively. The average film/substrate misfit strains
es1= �̄11 and es2= �̄22 are along the in-plane x1 and x2 axes,
respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were applied
along the x1 and x2 axes. A model size of 256	x
256	x
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36	x is used with 	x being the grid spacing. The thick-
ness of the film is 20	x.The kinetic coefficient in Eq. �1� is
taken as Lq /Lp=180. The gradient energy coefficients
Gq /Gp=0.012 and Gp /G0=0.4 where G0 is related to the
magnitude of 	x through 	x=�G0 /�0 and �0= ��1�. The
short-circuit boundary condition is employed to calculate the
dipole–dipole interactions. We performed a series of simula-
tions under different biaxial strains to investigate the domain
stabilities under either equibiaxial or unequibiaxial strain
states. To study the effect of depolarization field on the Curie
temperature, we compare the simulation results using two
very different relative dielectric constants: �=1000 �simulat-
ing the case of nearly compensated domain walls by unspeci-
fied free charges�17 and a background dielectric constant �
=10.27 The initial polarization and structural order parameter
distributions are created by assigning a zero value at each
grid plus a small random noise. The material constants used
in the simulation are collected from literature16,17,19,29 and
listed in Ref. 30. Each simulation proceeded for 60 000 time
steps or longer �normalized time step is 0.05� until the polar-
ization and/or structure order parameter distributions
achieved steadiness.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Based on the simulations conducted at equibiaxial strain
state es1=es2 ranging from �2% to 2%, we constructed the
misfit strain-temperature domain stability diagram for �001�
SrTiO3 thin films, as shown in Fig. 1. Only nonzero compo-
nents of polarizations and AFD structural order parameters
of the stable phases are labeled in the corresponding regions.
For example, q1+q2 represents tetragonal �q1 ,0 ,0�
+ �0,q2 ,0� AFD domain, p1p2 the orthorhombic �p1 , p2 ,0�
ferroelectric domain, and p1 ,q2+ p2 ,q1 the coexistence of
both ferroelectric �p1 ,0 ,0�+ �0, p2 ,0� and AFD �q1 ,0 ,0�
+ �0,q2 ,0� domains. We examined the effect of the dielectric
constant on the predicted Curie temperatures �Tc�. It is found
there is no significant change in the predicted Tc under ten-
sile strains using different dielectric constants as the polar-
izations are always developed in-plane thus no depolariza-
tion field is generated perpendicular to the film surfaces.
While under compressive strains, the Tc predicted from �

=10 �the dashed line� is about 30–50 K lower than that from
a higher dielectric constant �=1000, due to the relatively
large depolarization field, which will compensate the out of
plane polarization to reduce the Tc.

Although the predicted strain dependent transition tem-
peratures assuming �=1000 are similar to the results from
thermodynamic predictions which entirely ignored the depo-
larization field,16,17 significant differences exist on the pre-
dicted domain stabilities. First, the current diagram suggests
SrTiO3 is not ferroelectric under zero strain condition down
to the ground state �0 K�, which is consistent with both es-
tablished theories1,31 and experiments.1,31,32 Second, it is
demonstrated that at relatively small tensile strain and low
temperature, both polarizations and AFD structural order pa-
rameters develop along the pseudocubic �100�p / �010�p �sub-
script p means “pseudocubic”� in-plane axes, i.e., a ferroelas-
tic �q1+q2� or ferroelectric �p1q2+ p2q1� twin structure. As
the strain magnitude increases, there is a rotation from

�100�p / �010�p to �110�p / �11̄0�p for both polarization and
AFD structure order parameters, indicating a transition from
p1q2+ p2q1 domain state to p1p2 ,q1q2 state, as shown in the
diagram. This symmetry dependency on strain is also pre-
dicted by both thermodynamics16 and first-principles
calculations.25 In this work, the critical strain separated this
two phase regions is around 0.3% at 0 K, which is between
the values from thermodynamics16 �0.1%� and
first-principles25 �0.442%�. Moreover, the diagram from ther-
modynamic analysis using an earlier Landau–Devonshire
potential16 demonstrated that a very small compressive strain
between �0.022% and �0.05% stabilizes p1p2 ,q3 phase,
i.e., the coupling of ferroelectric p1p2 phase and AFD q3

phase, when temperature is lower than 30 K. Our thermody-
namic calculation using the updated potential obtained a
similar phase stability in this narrow region, however, phase-
field simulations showed that only AFD q3 phase is stable.
�Fig. 1�

In an earlier experimental study, both optical second har-
monic generation �SHG� and confocal scanning optical mi-
croscopy �CSOM� measurements demonstrated that a 500 Å
thick �001� SrTiO3 thin film on an �101�-oriented DyScO3

substrate with biaxial strain es1=es2=0.94% �Refs. 12 and

17� exhibits a �110�p / �11̄0�p polar state, which is consistent
with our phase diagram. To further compare with experi-
ments, the ferroelectric and AFD structural domain mor-
phologies of SrTiO3 thin film at es1=es2=0.94% and T
=100 K are shown in Fig. 2. The four colors used to depict
the films in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� represent the four �110�p

variants. The directions of the corresponding order parameter

FIG. 1. �Color online� Misfit strain-temperature domain stability diagram of
�100�p-oriented SrTiO3 thin films. The black dot indicates the experimental
strain es1=es2=0.94%.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Domain morphologies of SrTiO3 thin films strained
at es1=es2=0.94% at 100 K: �a� ferroelectric domain �b� AFD structure
domain.
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vector p or q on the variants are shown by the arrows. From
the domain morphologies, it is evident that the polarization p
and AFD order parameter q are always parallel to each other

along �110�p in-plane directions. This �110�p / �11̄0�p domain
state under a large symmetric tensile strain is also consistent
with first-principles calculations.18

When SrTiO3 thin films are grown on orthorhombic sub-
strates such as DyScO3 �Ref. 12� and GdScO3,13 an un-

equibiaxial strain state is generated, which may lead to to-
tally different domain stabilities compared with equibiaxially
strained films. To investigate the domain stabilities under un-
equibiaxial strains, we also constructed the misfit strain-
misfit strain domain stability diagrams at 300, 200, and 100
K, as shown in Figs. 3�a�–3�d�. These diagrams reveal a
number of unique stable ferroelectric and/or AFD domain
phases that could not be stabilized under equibiaxial strains

FIG. 3. �Color online� Misfit strain-misfit strain domain stability diagram of �001� SrTiO3 films at �a� 300 K, �b� enlargement of the square region in �a� and
�c� 200 K, �d� 100 K. The strain states for 3 SrTiO3 thin films are plotted with different symbols: es1=es2=0.94% �black ��, es1=1.03%, es2=1.06% �red ��,
es1=1.46%, es2=1.59% �blue ��.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Domain morphologies of SrTiO3 thin films strained at es1=1.46%, es2=1.59%: ferroelectric domains at �a� 300 K, �b� 200 K, �c� 100
K, and �d� AFD structure domain at 100 K.
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�Fig. 1�. For example, when there is a sufficiently large ten-
sile strain applied along one axis and a smaller tensile strain
along the other axis, the stable polarization and/or AFD
structural order parameters are along �100�p and �010�p in-
plane directions, producing a �100�p / �010�p twin structure

instead of the �110�p / �11̄0�p twins as for the equibiaxial
strain case at the same temperature and magnitude of strain.
This important difference in the relative stability of the

�110�p / �11̄0�p and �100�p / �010�p polar states explains why
the prior SHG and CSOM measurements of SrTiO3 films at
similar but equibiaxial strains17 exhibit polar directions along
the pseudocubic �110�p directions while the SHG measure-
ments of asymmetrically strained films shows the
�100�p / �010�p polar states.12,13 Furthermore, if the anisotropy
is large enough, the polarization or AFD structure order pa-
rameter directions will be along �100�p or �010�p direction
only, which is again different from the �100�p / �010�p or

�110�p / �11̄0�p twin structures, as shown in all the three dia-
grams. Moreover, the stable regions of the �100�p / �010�p

twin structure, i.e., the p1+ p2 or p1q2+ p2q1 phase area ex-
pands with decreasing temperature, indicating a domain
twinning from a single variant �010�p or �100�p to
�010�p / �100�p domain structure during a cooling process for
the unequibiaxially strained SrTiO3 thin films. This behavior
was also confirmed by SHG measurements in both SrTiO3

thin films grown on DyScO3 �Ref. 12� and GdScO3,13 with
es1=1.03%, es2=1.06% and es1=1.46%, es2=1.59%, respec-
tively. These two experimental strains, as well as the former
isotropic case with es1=es2=0.94% are plotted in Figs.
3�a�–3�d� for comparison. On cooling from room tempera-
ture, there are three transitions simultaneously for the two
unequibiaxially strained SrTiO3 thin films. The representa-
tive domain structures following each of the three transitions
are shown in Fig. 4 �es1=1.46%, es2=1.59%� and Fig. 5
�es1=1.03%, es2=1.06%� and the directions of the corre-
sponding order parameter vectors are indicated by the ar-
rows. The first ferroelectric transition corresponds to the de-
velopment of a polarization along �010� axis �the higher
strain axis� which stabilize the pure p2 ferroelectric domain
�Figs. 4�a� and 5�a��. The intermediate transition temperature
produces the twinning from a single variant �010�p to
�010�p / �100�p domain structure �Figs. 4�b� and 5�b�� while
the lowest transition temperature corresponds to the AFD
transition �Figs. 4�c�, 4�d�, 5�c�, and 5�d��. It is also noticed
that the volume fraction of p1 domain in Fig. 4�c� is less than
that in Fig. 5�c�, indicating the larger magnitude of strain
anisotropy for SrTiO3 thin film on GdScO3 than DyScO3.
The predicted domain stabilities and structures in this work,

as well as the phase transition temperatures reported
earlier,12,19 agree very well with all existing experimental
measurements.11–13,17

IV. SUMMARY

Phase-field simulations were conducted to study the
ferroelectric and AFD domain stabilities and structures in
strained SrTiO3 thin films. The obtained misfit strain-
temperature domain/phase stability diagram exhibits signifi-
cant difference from previous diagrams obtained by using
thermodynamic analysis. The misfit strain-misfit strain sta-
bility diagrams under several representative temperatures
were also constructed. These diagrams revealed the impor-

tant difference between the stabilities of the �110�p / �11̄0�p

and �100�p / �010�p ferroelectric/AFD phases, and thus ex-
plained why the experimental measurements of SrTiO3 films
at equibiaxial strains exhibit �110�p phase while the equibi-
axially strained films shows the �100�p / �010�p polar states.
The predicted phase transition temperatures and domain
structures of the three SrTiO3 thin films with either equibi-
axial or unequibiaxial strains agree well with the available
experimental results.
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